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S. W. Hawking

“Is the End in Sight for Theore?cal Physics: An
Inaugural Lecture” 1980
•

“At the moment the N=8 supergravity theory is the only candidate in

sight. There are likely to be a number of crucial calcula?ons within
the next few years which have the possibility of showing that the
theory is no good.”
1981: 3‐loop counterterms are found, with unknown coeﬃcient

• “ If the theory survives these tests, it will probably be some years more
before we develop computa?onal methods that will enable us to make
predic?ons.”
2007: Calcula?ons show that the coeﬃcient in front of the 3‐loop counterterm
vanishes!!!

• “These will be the outstanding problems for theore?cal physicists in the
next twenty years or so.”
Is N= 8 supergravity all‐loop ﬁnite? If so, what does it mean?

Old Wisdom, and why did we quit in 1981
Using the existence of the covariant on‐shell superspace Brink, Howe, 1979
and the background ﬁeld method in QFT one can use the tensor calculus and
construct the invariant candidate counterterms RK; Howe, Lindstrom, 1981.
Such geometric counterterms have all known symmetries of the theory,
including E7(7) . They start at the 8‐loop level.
Linearized ones start at the 3‐loop level, RK; Howe, Stelle, Townsend, 1981
Clariﬁca?on of the 1/8 BPS 7‐loop candidate,
Bossard, Howe, Stelle, Vanhove, 2011.

Tensor calculus = inﬁnite prolifera?on of candidate counterterms

New era, new people, new computers, new
rules: never use N=8 supergravity rules, build it
from N=4 Super‐Yang‐Mills
Explicit calcula?ons: no UV divergences at 3‐ and 4 loops
Bern, Carrasco, Dixon, Johansson, Kosower, Roiban, 2007‐2009
Five‐loop progress is con?nuing but no new results yet (as of January 3).

Explana?on?
• Light‐cone superspace counterterms are not available at any loop
order (predic?on of UV ﬁniteness). RK 2008, 2009. This is s?ll the case in 2012:
• 3‐loop ﬁniteness follows from E7(7)

Broedel, Dixon
Beisert, Elvang, Friedman, Kiermaier, Morales, S?eberger
Bossard, Howe, Stelle, 2009‐2010

• String theory ‐> ﬁeld theory, M. Greene’s talk

The E7(7) symmetry of N=8 supergravity
was discovered by Cremmer and Julia
in 1979
Cremmer, Julia 1979 ; Cremmer, Julia, Sherk, 1978
De Wit, Nicolai 1982; de Wit, Freedman, 1977

If we trust con?nuous global E7(7) at the 3‐loop quantum
level what is the predic?on at higher loops?
E7(7) revisited: RK, 2011
Noether‐Gaillard‐Zumino current conserva?on is inconsistent with the E7(7)
invariance of the candidate counterterms

E7(7) revisited: Bossard‐Nicolai, 2011

Yes, NGZ current conserva?on is inconsistent with the E7(7) invariance of the candidate
counterterms. However, there is a procedure of deforma?on of the linear twisted self‐
duality constraint, which should be able to ﬁx the problem. Examples of U(1) duality.

E7(7) revisited: Carrasco, RK, Roiban, 2011
Bossard‐Nicolai deforma?on procedure needs a signiﬁcant modiﬁca?on to explain
the simplest case of Born‐Infeld deforma?on of the Maxwell theory which conserves
the NGZ current

A duality doublet depends on ﬁelds in ac?on,
F=dA and on

Noether‐Gaillard‐Zumino current conserva?on requires that the ac?on transforms in
a par?cular way, INSTEAD OF BEING INVARIANT

Duality symmetry rotates vector ﬁeld equa?ons and Bianchi iden??es

U(1) case is simple

F F̃ + GG̃ = 0

Canonical example: Maxwell vs. Dirac‐Born‐Infeld

To preserve the U(1) NGZ current conserva?on one needs all powers of F,
once F4 was added, one needs Fn!

x

Given some quantum generated duality‐invariant term in the eﬀec?ve ac?on of some
duality‐preserving theory, is it possible to add higher‐order terms to restore the
invariance of the ﬁeld equa?ons?
Carrasco, Kallosh, RR
focus on nonlinear E&M‐type duality
we presented an algorithmic construc?on of the BI ac?on by requiring duality

‐‐ Twisted linear self‐duality

Structure of the deforma?on; nonlinear twisted self‐duality

∗

I(T, T )

Must be manifestly duality invariant,
according to Bossard, Nicolai
But what is it? For example for BI?

The construc?on

Carrasco, RK, Roiban

Start with I and construct nonlinear twisted self‐duality equa?on

Make an ansatz for the ac?on

Easy to recover any desired/known ac?on exhibi?ng duality
There is an inﬁnite supply
Gibbons, Rasheed, 1995; Gaillard, Zumino,1997, …

Courant‐Hilbert diﬀ eq

For the Born‐Infeld ac?on one needs:

Remarkably complicated source of deforma?on

I

, is there a reason for it?

Here we knew what we wanted to obtain and using that informa?on we
constructed
to all orders

I

But if we do not know the ac?on, how do we ﬁnd

I

?

New U(1) duality invariant models, unknown before
Chemissany, RK, Or?n, ``Born‐Infeld with Higher Deriva?ves,'’ 1112.0332

The ﬁrst quar?c correc?on to Maxwell was known from open string theory and
D3‐brane quantum correc?ons: (dF)4
Andreev, Tseytlin 1988,
Shmakova; De Giovanni, Santambrogio, Zanon , 1999; Green, Gutperle, 2000
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Green‐Schwarz
8‐tensor, 1982

Chemissany, de Jong , de Roo, 2006: U(1) NGZ current is conserved at (dF)4 level,
but broken at higher levels. How to add d4n F2n+2 to restore the NGZ current
conserva?on?
Using Carrasco, RK, Roiban algorithm we found a recursive answer

Born‐Infeld model with higher deriva?ves and NGZ current conserva?on

Recursion rela?on generates n‐order from the previous ones:

Algorithm for an ac?on at any order in d4n F2n+2

[µν] ⇒ a

For example
d4 F4

etc

d8 F 6

New form of the reconstruc?ve
iden?ty for U(1) duality
S(F ) =
If we know

1
4λ

!

d4 x dλ F G̃(λ)

∗
I(T,
T
)
λ

the manifestly invariant source of deforma?on,
we know

G̃(λ)

and we know the ac?on, which preserves the NGZ current
conserva?on in all orders in

λ

xx

Case of open string (dF)4 correc?ons
This corresponds to the following 4‐point amplitude
S (1)

λ
= 4
2

!

(8)

d4 x tabcd ∂µ F a ∂ µ F b ∂ ν F c ∂ν F d

Once we have iden?ﬁed a manifestly U(1) invariant source
of deforma?on,
Istring =

(8)
λ tabcd [∂µ T ∗+ a ∂ µ T − b ∂ν T ∗+ c ∂ ν T − d

1
+ ∂µ T ∗+ a ∂ µ T ∗+ b ∂ν T − c ∂ ν T − d ]
2

the complete ac?on with all higher deriva?ve terms follows
from the algorithm

U(1) duality and N=2 supersymmetry
Broedel, Carrasco, Ferrara, RK, Roiban

Superﬁeld ac?on reconstruc?ve iden?ty

New class of models! NGZ current conserva?on: all powers of W’s in the ac?on.
We recovered all models discovered before and an inﬁnite class of new ones.

We learned how to get higher order in F terms to restore the
NGZ current conserva?on for U(1) duality
• Born‐Infeld type models, known before but now we follow a new procedure
• N=1 supersymmetric BI type models, known before but now we follow a new
procedure which is supposed to work for the Born‐Infeld N=8 supergravity

• Born‐Infeld type models with higher deriva?ves, NEW!
• Generic N=2 supersymmetric BI type models, Broedel, Carrasco, Ferrara, RK, Roiban,
NEW!

Lesson for N=8 supergravity: to be able to construct all higher order in F
terms with deriva?ves, once we add the 4‐vector counterterms, we need to
produce N=8 Born‐Infeld type supergravity: tall order!
Can we say more today?

New class of E7(7) invariants and UV proper?es of N=8
Work in progress with Tomas Or?n

• We construct new manifest E7(7) invariants using the octonionic nature of the E7(7)
and the structure of the BI U(1) duality invariant model with higher deriva?ves.
• Our new E7(7) invariants, based on a Jordan triple system, generalize the Cartan‐
Cremmer‐Julia quar?c invariant. They may be useful for amplitudes instead of the
black hole horizon area. They do not depend on scalars.
• We show that the corresponding E7(7) invariants, required for the Bossard‐Nicolai
deforma?on procedure, are inconsistent with the UV counterterms.
• The class of E7(7) invariants constructed from the SU(8) covariant tensors may, or
may not provide the source of deforma?on, depending on vectors as well as
scalars. They may, or may not lead to Born‐Infeld N=8 supergravity. This remains
to be seen!

Manifest E7(7) and Local SU(8)?
• In the candidate counterterms we used the building blocks which
are local SU(8) tensors, “blind” under E7(7), scalars in E7(7)

SU (8)
• A possibility to have local SU(8) symmetry simultaneously with
the manifestly E7(7) symmetric abelian U(1) gauge symmetry
relies heavily on the linear twisted self‐duality for graviphotons
+
TAB = 0
• To construct

I(T , T̄ )

+
TAB
!= 0

• with local SU(8) graviphotons, manifest E7(7) covariant 56
U(1)’s is the challenge!

The manifest E7(7) invariants are rare!
The fundamental 56 of E7(7) is spanned by the two an?symmetric real tensors (F, G)

xxx

Cartan Quar?c E7(7) Invariant

Cremmer‐Julia Quar?c E7(7) Invariant

Groups of type E7, 1969
R. Brown, Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathema?k, Vol 236 , 79

•

•

Groups of type E7 are groups of linear transforma?ons leaving invariant
two mul?linear forms: one is skew‐symmetric bilinear

{x, y}

and the other is a symmetric four‐linear form

q(x, y, z, w) = {T (x, y, z), w}
• Here the
algebra

T (x, y, z)

is the triple product deﬁned by the cubic Jordan

• An explicit expression in Gunaydin, Koepsell, Nicolai, 2000
• Review in Duﬀ et al, 0809.4685

J ∼ q(x, x, x, x)

was used for the black holes
and quantum informa?on

New E7(7) invariants
RK, Or?n

J(8) ≡ J[µ1 ν1 ][µ2 ν2 ][µ3 ν3 ][µ4 ν4 ] = q(xµ1 ν1 , yµ2 ν2 , zµ3 ν3 , wµ4 ν4 )
t(8)[µ1 ν1 ][µ2 ν2 ][µ3 ν3 ][µ4 ν4 ] J[µ1 ν1 ][µ2 ν2 ][µ3 ν3 ][µ4 ν4 ] ≡ t(8) · J(8)
Relevant for the amplitudes!

f (s, t, u) t(8) · J(8)
Instead of electric and magne?c charges we have helicity amplitudes

(p, q) → (Fµν , Gµν )

When E7(7) is reduced to U(1),
our new invariants describe the open
string correc?ons
! 4 2
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S. W. Hawking, an op?mist!
On N=8 supergravity in 1980
“These will be the outstanding problems for theore?cal
physicists in the next twenty years or so.”

Stephen

